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12 July 2019 
 
 

LYNAS AWARDED GOLD MEDAL CSR RATING BY ECOVADIS 
 
 
Lynas Corporation (ASX:LYC, OTC:LYSDY) is pleased to announce that our Malaysian 

operations have been awarded a gold medal in the latest EcoVadis CSR assessment.   

 

Lynas Malaysia rated among the top 5% performers evaluated by EcoVadis, based on 

the company’s performance across the environment, labour and human rights, ethics and 

sustainable procurement. This latest scorecard recognises operational improvements 

made since Lynas’ first EcoVadis assessment in which it was awarded a silver medal. 

 

Lynas Corporation CEO, Amanda Lacaze, commented: “We are delighted that Lynas 
Malaysia’s EcoVadis scorecard has been upgraded from silver to gold. This puts our 
operations in the top 5% of companies evaluated.  Our gold medal is a credit to our team 
who are focused on improving sustainability in every aspect of our operations, every day.  
 
“Lynas is already recognised as a leading supplier of sustainable rare earths and our 
gold medal scorecard will provide further confidence to our customers in the global 
supply chain.” 
 

The EcoVadis assessment was undertaken as part of Lynas’ participation in the Together 

for Sustainability chemical initiative to enhance sustainability within the global supply 

chain.  EcoVadis methodology is based on international CSR standards including the 

Global Reporting Initiative, the United Nations Global Compact, and the ISO 26000.   

 

As part of Lynas’ ongoing commitment to sustainability, this year Lynas Corporation also 
became a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact, the world’s largest corporate 
sustainability initiative. 
 

About Together for Sustainability 

Together for Sustainability is a joint initiative of chemical companies, founded in 2011. It 

has developed and implemented a global program to assess, audit and improve 

sustainability practices within the supply chains of the chemical industry. Together for 

Sustainability assessments and audits are conducted to a pre-defined set of criteria and 

then shared across members, improving efficiency for all involved. 
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